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We were received by the Pioneer leader, a young Komsomol
whom I met two years before, when he was still a pupil and
chairman of the commune. Now he has left, but retains contact
by his leadership of the Pioneer Detachment. Just as two years
before, so now, he gave us a remarkably lucid account of the
working of the commune, answering all our questions intelli-
gently and frankly.
The aim of the commune is to train these children, who have
each lost one or both parents, to be responsible citizens of the
U.S.S*R. To prove that the aim was being fulfilled, he told us that
135 children who had been brought up by the commune were
now Pioneers. Some of those who had left had become engineers,
teachers, etc. Not one had been a failure.
The commune is entirely self-governing, but financed by the
Government. There is a staff of two adults for cooking and part
housekeeping and a Director, who is a woman. All the rest of the
work is done by the children. They are divided into four brigades,
which are in charge of cleaning, clothes, food and leisure, and
cultural life respectively. In order that every child may have
experience of every kind of work, the brigades are changed
periodically. They actually help with the financial management,
with planning quantities of food, clothing, and expenditure.
Some of the children receive money from friends or relatives
who visit them. This, provided it is a reasonable amount, they
are allowed to keep, the reasonableness being decided by* the
pupils' committee. Except for that and a few personal belong-
ings, there is no private property. There is no institution uni-
form; the children looked very neat in ordinary clothes.
The discipline is entirely in the hands of the children. The
tradition already established and the prestige of the Pioneers
are sufficient to ensure normal behaviour. The older children
undertake responsibility for the newcomers. Should any dispute
arise among the children which their own committee is unable
M settle, the Borough Pioneer Bureau is called in to arbitratej
leisure occupations are similar to those in schools; a
whiah is very popular, an art circle which showed

